regional integration, the free play of market forces and a new round of neo-Kei'nesian pump-priming and demand management. In short, Brandt does not disillusion those ;i'ho believe that the system can 'be restored' although it opens doors for those ivho foresee a more radical transformation of the international economic system and of national economies.
Teri'y Lacey, General Secretary, War on Want, December 1980
The Brandt recommendations, if implemented. will be good for the Third World... Yet the premise of 30 Bulletin, 1981. vol We are not following Brandt blindly bu t it is the best thing that has been around for ten years.
Worker from World Development Movement
The Brandt Report has created more publicity for Third World issues than ever before.
Worker from Scottish Education and Action for Development
In November 1980 the Reading group of the World Development Movement (WDM)a grass-roots development action and lobbying organisationinvited Judith Hart to talk to them on the Brandt Report. In some trepidation, they hired a larger hall than usual for the occasion. In the event, 500 people turned up to listen, and two sittings were required to ensure that everybody heard Judith Hart's speech. because the UK exports a higher proportion of its gross national product than any other country. and has a large number of jobs dependent upon Third World trade. And in August. OX FAM appointed former Labour Minister. Evan Luard. to work specifically on the follow-up to the Brandt Report. As well as speaking at meetings. he has been responsible for producing leaflets and fact-sheets on issues related to the Brandt Report. and for liaising with the House of Commons. in particular with the Select Committee on Foreign Affairs, and its sub-committee on Overseas Development.
In explaining the build-up in activity following the Brandt Report. a number of factors can be identified. The second explanatory factor was the reaction prompted by the attitudes and policies of the British Government. First came swingeing aid cuts. combined with an implicit shift away from priority for the poorest in aid policy, which could be expected to provoke a swift critical response from the community of development NGOs. These were followed by an outright rejection of the Brandt Report's major conclusions in a Foreign Office Memorandum in July.2 That Memorandum's unequivocal language on the 'merits of the present world economic system. with its wide reliance on open markets for trade and financial flows' offered a startling contrast, not only to the essentially Keynesian recommendations of the Brandt Report. but also to its moral tone. While many NGOs questioned the Report's economic assumptions and recommendations, its basic conclusion, that the world faced a moral imperative to construct a more equitable and just economic system, appealed to a wide range of ideological opinions. The Report's moral tone, according to many church-based NGO staff, was a cruciál factor in the response it has evoked in their constituency. Christian Aid emphasised 'the strong moral basis' of the Report in its first editorial; in the view of the Board for Social Responsibility, the Brandt Report endorses the main themes in Christian development education over the last 15 years.
The emphasis on removing poverty and hunger because they are evils, rather than merely because they are It was attended by more than 35 NGOs and eight others sent their interested apologies.
As for the future, it is hoped that the strength of public concern over Brandt will be shown by the mass lobby 34 of Parliament on 5 May 1981. WDM, acting as the administrative centre for a committee of development NGOs, has had a quarter of a million lobby registration forms printed and initial responses were highly encouraging. The lobby will go on throughout the day and into the evening. Its aim is to show MPs and the Government just how wide a cross-section of the public is concerned at the lack of positive response to the Brandt Report. With a publicity eye to the NorthSouth Summit in Mexico in October, the NGOs will be urging the Government to take practical steps to alter the basis of its present hard-line image in the Third World.
Third World First expects that its three-day national conference to discuss its critique of the Brandt Report in April will generate a series of activities promoting alternative strategies. On the other hand, WDM will continue to lobby for the implementation of the key Brandt proposals. The theme of One World Week' in
October will be Brandt's Emergency Programme;
Evan Luard of OXFAM believes that the Emergency Programme will be an important focus for continued NGO activities on the Brandt Report. In July, the Church of England General Synod will debate the Report; and on that occasion a general call may be made for the Church and its members to devote one per cent of their income to development.
Media coverage seems likely to increase. BBC Radio, Granada and Yorkshire TV and BBC TV in conjunction with the New Internationalist are all planning programmes on the Brandt Report or associated themes.
Conclusion
According to SEAD, the Brandt Report has given more publicity to Third World issues than ever before. WDM's Director, John Mitchell, agrees that we haven t seen this sort of interest in development, evei More pertinently, in the light of official affirmation of the lack of public interest in development, one NGO staff member comments that Brandt has come as a shot in the arm for the development lobby.
Having made few or no forward plans for action, the NGOs responded speedily to the growing interest in the Report among their normal constituency and beyond. Concern over Britain's economic future, into which the theme of interdependence has fitted well, and anger at the Government's attitude to NorthSouth issues have enabled the analysis and recommendations of the Brandt Report to be comfortably fitted into many NGO campaigns and activities. Food and aid, and to a lesser extent (among the general audience) the international monetary system and multinationals, have been the issues most commonly
